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Abstract
The  construction  of  dams  and  hydro-power  stations  are  some  of  the  most  common

anthropogenic changes of watercourses and rivers. While being important to humans and society by

providing  electricity,  these obstructions  of  watercourses  can have severe  consequences  for  the

aquatic  ecosystems.  One  consequence  is  that  dams  often  hinder  the  important  movement  of

migrating fish species between habitats. This can lead to decline and even extinction of important

fish populations.  To prevent these negative effects, a number of different fish passage systems,

including nature-like fishways, have been developed. Nature-like fishways mimic natural streams in

order to function as a natural corridor for a wide range of species. Planning and construction of a

nature-like fishway is a complex task that often involves many different interests. In the present

study a combination of multi-criteria decision analysis and least-cost  path analysis is  used for

determining the best location for a nature-like fishway past Strömdalen dam in Gavleån, Sweden.

An anisotropic least-cost path algorithm is applied on a friction-layer and a digital elevation model,

and the least-cost path for a nature-like fishway is determined. The results show that the method is

useful  in areas of varying topography and steep slopes. However,  because low slope is a very

important factor when constructing a nature-like fishway, slope becomes the dominating factor in

this analysis  at the expense of e.g. distance to roads.  Combining the methods with results from

biological studies of fish behavior and detailed hydrological modelling would provide a very strong

tool for the planning of nature-like fishways.

Keywords: nature-like fishways, GIS, anisotropic path analysis, multi-criteria decision analysis 

(MCDA), least-cost path analysis (LCPA), fish migration
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 1 Introduction
Worldwide, streams and rivers are altered by humankind in order to make use of the various

potentials for  e.g.  transportation,  water  use in  agriculture and industry or  hydro-electric  power

generation. These activities, which can be of great importance to humans, often have substantial

consequences on  the function,  productivity and biodiversity of  aquatic  ecosystems (Kauffman,

Beschta,  Otting  &  Lytjen, 1997).  The  construction  of  dams is  a  very  common anthropogenic

obstruction  in  waterways  that,  in  many  cases,  leads to  fragmentation  of  the  river.  River

fragmentation especially affects the fish populations in the river, because many fish species migrate

from one habitat to another during different life stages (Katopodis, 2005). Preventing fish migration

might lead to significant decline of the population or maybe even extinction from a particular area.

The  changes  of  Atlantic  salmon  populations is  one  example  of  the  consequences  of  human

interference with water courses. Salmons used to reproduce in most rivers running into the Baltic

Sea, and the species was of great economic importance to the local population. Therefore it is of

both  ecological  and economical  concern  that  the  stocks  have rapidly  declined  during  the 20th

century due to the expansion of hydropower production and associated damming of rivers, in both

Sweden and Finland (Karlsson  & Karlström, 1994; Erkinaro et  al.,  2011).  Salmon is just  one

example of species that can be negatively affected by dam construction and river fragmentation.

Habitats of many other migrating species might also be changed. 

The consequences of building dams and weirs have been known for centuries, and the first

attempts to solve the migrating problems, by creating possibilities for fish passage, have been found

already  from the  mid-18th century  (Katopodis  & Williams  2012).  The  recognition  that  water

resources have to be treated in a sustainable and environmentally acceptable way has increased the

scientific interest and research in different kinds of stream rehabilitation, including reconstruction

of stream connectivity by creating fish passages around obstructions (Katopodis, 2005). Through

various historical efforts and later experimentally based research in both field and laboratory, a

number of different solutions for constructing fishways are now available, including the so-called

Denil-, pool and weir- and vertical slot fishways (Katopodis & Williams 2012). The fishway types

mentioned here are all different variations of technical constructions aiming to help fish species to

move over the obstruction. Very often, design of the fishways is adjusted to fit one or only a few

different fish species (Williams,  Armstrong, Katopodis, Larinier & Travade, 2012). Fishways that

mimic  the shapes  and  environments  of  natural  streams can  provide  the  opportunity for  many

different fish species to migrate. In order to function as passages for various fish species, these

nature-like fishways must be carefully designed to ensure e.g. appropriate hydrological conditions,

suitable habitats and maybe even spawning grounds (Katopodis, Kells & Acharya, 2001).

Irrespective of which fishway design is chosen, Katopodis & Williams (2012) conclude that the

best results are obtained when people from different scientific disciplines work together. Because

nature-like fishways are located  around the stream obstruction, thus affecting the land-use of the

surrounding areas, many different criteria need to be considered when planning for construction of a

new nature-like  fishway.  Due to  the  spatial  nature  of  these  criteria,  Geographical  Information
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Systems (GIS) provide a number of very useful tools to determine the most suitable location for

fishways. One method is to apply a  least  cost path analysis (LCPA) in which different  spatial

criteria are assigned a cost of passage. The result of the analysis is the “shortest” possible route in

terms of costs (Collischonn & Pilar, 2000). Several studies have applied this kind of analysis in the

planning of e.g. roads (Atkinson, Deadman, Dudycha & Traynor, 2005), power lines (Bagli et al.

2010) and analysis of corridors for wildlife movement in the landscape (LaRue & Nielsen, 2008),

but the methods seem not to have been used in fishway planning. When constructing features in the

landscape a number of, often conflicting, concerns are raised. These concerns can be related to e.g.

economic,  ecological  or  cultural  criteria,  and in  order  to  incorporate such multiple conflicting

criteria, a method for weighting the factors against one another is needed. For that purpose, Multi-

Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) can successfully be combined with a least cost path analysis

(Atkinson et al., 2005). 

“Återställande av fiskvandring i Gästrikland” (Rehabilitation of fish migration in Gästrikland)

is  the  name of  a  major  project  in  collaboration  between  the County Administrative  Board  of

Gävleborg, the municipality of Gävle and Gävle Energi. The aim of the project is to solve different

fish migration problems and thereby restore and preserve natural habitats and biodiversity in the

two watercourses Gavleån and Testeboån. Gavleån is a 30 km long watercourse connecting the lake

Storsjön  with  the  Bothnian  Sea.  Hydroelectric  stations  are  located  at  eight  sites in  Gavleån,

significantly affecting the water flow and therefore also the fish habitats. Due to the lack of fish

passages past  the dams, they very effectively block the migration of  the different  fish species

currently living in Gavleån. From a fish migration perspective these barriers have turned Gavleån

into a number of separated stream segments. Constructing artificial fish passages past the dams can

increase the opportunities for fish to migrate and possibly make new potential habitats accessible. 

The purpose of this thesis project is to investigate the possibilities for creation of a nature-like

fishway around Strömdalen dam in Gavleån by using a combination of MCDA and LCPA integrated

with GIS. The main questions to be answered are:

Is least-cost path analysis with MCDA a suitable method for planning of nature-like fishways and

what criteria need to be included?

Based on a least-cost path analysis, what is the most suitable location for a nature-like fishway past

Strömdalen dam?

The next part of this thesis consists of an explanation of the theoretical background of fish

migration;  construction  and  location  of  fishways,  including background  on  factors  influencing

them; and the methods for determining the best  locations (LCPA and MCDA).  Then follows a

thorough explanation of  the methodology used in this  thesis  and a presentation of  the results.

Finally, the results, uncertainties and improvements will be discussed ending with a conclusion and

a notion on future work to be done.
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 2 Fish migration and habitat fragmentation
Fish populations, just as any other animal populations, are dependent on various biotic and

abiotic factors in their surroundings in order to maintain themselves. Examples are food of certain

quality and quantity, which is needed for growth and survival of fishes, and refugee areas that are

needed to provide shelter from unfavorable conditions or from predators (Lucas  & Baras, 2001).

For several fish species these population-depending requirements might change during the different

phases of  their  life  cycle  (e.g.  larval,  juvenile,  growing and reproduction  phases).  Also,  many

aquatic environments are not constant over time, and the ability to move between different habitats

is therefore crucial for many fish species (Larinier, 2000). Such spatial and temporal movements

between spawning, feeding and growing habitats, during different life stages, are referred to as fish

migration. 

A number of biological and physiological processes, related to the purpose (e.g. spawning or

feeding) of  movement,  regulate  fish  migration  (Katopodis,  2005).   Most  often  migrations  are

considered and classified from a salinity perspective, i.e. whether the migration takes place entirely

in freshwater (potamodromy, e.g. asp), entirely in seawater (oceanodromy, e. g. plaice) or between

freshwater and seawater (diadromy, e.g. salmon). The life stages that show response to change in

salinity differ between fish species,  and the group of  diadromous species are therefore further

divided into three sub-groups. Anadromous species feed and grow in the sea and the fully grown

fishes migrate to freshwater areas to reproduce. Subsequent feeding, if any, in the freshwater area is

associated with very little somatic growth. Catadromous species, on the other hand, spend most of

their life in freshwater and migrate to the sea for reproduction. The third sub-group, amphidromous

species,  is  characterized  as  species  for  which  the  primary feeding and growing areas  are  not

separated from the primary reproduction areas. Instead these species perform a larval migration to

the sea for early feeding and a subsequent juvenile migration back to freshwater where they grow

and reproduce (Lucas & Baras, 2001). 

Because the survival of migrating fish species depend on movement between different areas

that offer different sets of physical and biological conditions, a healthy fish population requires both

good connectivity between habitats, access to varying habitat features and also river flow regimes

that can sustain an ecologically functioning system (i.e. having certain circulations of for example

sediment and nutrients) (Katopodis, 2005). Thus, elements that disturb the factors described above

become obstructions to fish migration and potential threats to the preservation of the population. 

Anthropogenic changes of freshwater systems, such as straightening, restructuring or draining

a  river, result  in  habitat  changes  that  potentially disturb  the  migration  of  diadromous  and

potamodromous species. One of the most important anthropogenic disturbances is the construction

of dams. Many examples, covering a wide geographic range, show how constructions of dams have

significantly decreased and even led to eradication of fish populations (see e.g. Erkinaro  et al.,

2011; Agostinho, Pelicice & Gomez, 2008). A direct effect of dams on migration is that the dam,

depending on its height and construction, will either stop or delay the movement of fishes. Not only

can a dam decrease the accessibility of  habitat  upstream; an  indirect  effect  is  that  subsequent

changes in water flow might alter the quality and quantity of habitats downstream (Larinier, 2000). 
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Migration happens in both upstream and downstream directions, presenting slightly different

issues. Hindering the upstream migration for anadromous species prevents the fishes from reaching

their reproduction habitat which will have severe effects, especially if no spawning areas are present

downstream.  Catadromous  species  migrating  upstream  to  their  feeding  zones  will  experience

similar effects and might  be forced to feed in  a sub-optimal  habitat.  In  cases where upstream

passage is possible but difficult, migration will demand more energy and can therefore be delayed,

which leads to e.g. decreased growths or spawning in a less optimal period or place (Katopodis,

2005). Downstream migration has earlier been considered a less important issue, but research has

shown that the damage and stress that the migrating fish species experience, from turbines and

spillways, may cause higher mortality (Larinier, 2000). 

 3 Fish passages
Many migrating fish species, e.g. salmon, have always been of great economic importance to

inhabitants around coasts and freshwater systems. It is therefore of both economic and biological

interest  to  attempt  to  solve  the  habitat  and  fish  migration  problems  that  emerge  when  river

connectivity is obstructed by dams. During the last century such attempts have resulted in several

different fishway solutions that aim to help fishes overcome obstructions (Katopodis & Williams,

2012). 

Commercially important species, such as salmon and trout, have often been the target species

when fishways are constructed. Such fishways usually consist of technical solutions in the form of

Denil fishways, pool and weir fishways or vertical slot fishways (Katopodis  & Williams, 2012).

Common for these types is that they are constructed as sloping channels with a number of sections

partitioned by weirs or vanes. Construction materials are for example metal or concrete. The weirs

or vanes partitioning the different sections have openings for the fish to pass through. At the same

time these devices also produce hydrological conditions that the fish navigate to. Classifications

into  the  three  types  mentioned  above  are  mainly  based  on  the  type  of  partitioning  device

(Katopodis, 1992). An advantage with these kinds of fishways is that they can work at dams etc.

with relatively high vertical drops. A disadvantage is that the technical fishways require that fishes

are able to overcome the height difference between the sections in the channel. These types of

fishways are therefore most suitable for adult, larger species with strong swimming abilities, and

often only a few species are able to pass (Williams et al., 2012).

A more recent addition to the different fishway solutions is the development of nature-like

fishways. Nature-like fishways are supposed to resemble the hydraulic and physical characteristics

of natural streams and act both as passage corridor and as habitat1. Nature-like fishways can be

further  divided  into  ramp-structures,  pool-structures  and  “true”  nature-like  structures (Calles,

Gustafsson & Österling, 2012). All types are constructed using natural materials, and the resulting

heterogeneous structure provides an environment with variations in both water velocity and depth.

1 The term ”nature-like fishway” is sometimes used for fishways that are simply constructed of ”natural materials”.

The main purpose of these is to provide passage for commercially important species (Calles et al. 2012).
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Such variation, especially in a true nature-like fishway, creates suitable passage conditions for not

only a few fish species but for a range of aquatic organisms (Katopodis  et al., 2001; Aarestrup,

Lucas  &  Hansen, 2003).  However,  the  heterogeneous concept  and  design  of  fishways  include

several varying parameters, such as discharge, water velocities, gradient, temperature and substrate,

which can affect the efficiency of the fishway (Aarestrup et al., 2003; Calles et al., 2012). These

parameters are highly interrelated and the combined effects generally result in two issues that can be

summarized by the following two questions: are the fishes able to find the entrance and can they

pass through? (Aarestrup et al., 2003).

Attractivity describes how well fishes are able to locate the entrance (i.e. the downstream end)

of the fishway. Fish species migrating upstream navigate the stream by seeking areas with higher

water velocity gradients, indicating that the migratory path is in the main flow of a stream. They

tend to follow the water velocity gradients as long as possible, and increased water flow (from

spillways and through turbines etc.) in the vicinity of anthropogenic obstructions can therefore lead

the migrants very close to dams (Williams  et al., 2012). Therefore, for a fishway entrance to be

attractive it is of great importance that discharge and water velocity can compete with the main flow

of the river. The fishes must be able to sense the flow of the fishway, and the entrance must be

located in correspondence to the migratory route. Thus, fishway entrances should preferably be

located as close to the obstruction as possible and have considerable flow volume and velocity

(Katopodis  et  al.,  2001,  Williams  et  al.,  2012).  According  to  Larinier  (2000)  attraction  flow

(discharge from the fishway) should be approximately 1 – 5% of the competing flow and higher if

the entrance location is not optimal. Williams et al. (2012) report attraction flows ranging from 5 to

10% of competing flows in fishways in USA, France and UK.

When the migrating fishes have located the entrance they must of course also be able to pass

through. Again water velocity is of great importance. Optimal water velocity is closely related to

fish swimming performances, which vary with species, length, morphology etc. Swimming speeds

are classified into three types, depending on how long a given fish can maintain the speed. Burst

speeds are the highest speeds that a fish can obtain, and this speed is used for passing high water

velocity or capture prey. Burst speed can only be maintained for a very limited period of time (<20

seconds). Prolonged speed is an intermediate swimming speed that the  a  fish can maintain for a

little  longer,  while  sustained  speeds  can  be  maintained  indefinitely  (Katopodis  et  al.,  2001).

Because discharge and water velocity are related by the cross-sectional area of the stream, design of

the fishway can regulate the water flow so that it is suitable for as many species as possible and

provides  good  attraction.  In  a  guideline  to  ecological  stream  restoration,  Degerman  (2008)

recommends that if a fishway should work for all species and at all life stages, water velocity should

not exceed 0.2 m/s. Heterogeneous design of the fishway, such as having pools for resting or a

substrate that provides lower velocity at the bottom, can allow for a higher velocity (0.4 m/s – 0.5

m/s). 

Slope and substrate in a nature-like fishway can also affect the water flow. Larger slopes will,

as an effect of gravity, lead to higher water velocities. If the slope gets too large, even in just a small

section of the fishway, it can end up becoming an obstruction to migrating fish species. Some larger

fish species (e.g salmonid species) might be able to swim or jump past such an obstruction, but if as
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many species as possible are supposed to benefit from the fishway, slopes should be limited to 1.5 –

5%, depending on the access to pools or other resting areas (Degerman, 2008). Coarse substrate and

boulders can also affect the water velocity by creating micro environments with lower flow. Some

fish species might utilize such areas as resting areas when migrating. However, fine substrate can

serve other important roles in the stream systems and it should therefore be attempted to obtain a

heterogeneous habitat with varying substrate (Calles et al., 2012).

All the factors described above consider the conditions inside a fishway. Often, the planning

and construction of a nature-like fishway is limited by a number of factors in the surroundings such

as space or landuse. A “true” nature-like fishway that meet all requirements and thus is functional

for a wide range of species might both be long and meandering, which requires open, unbuilt areas.

Differences in elevation and thus slope might be too big between upstream and downstream areas,

so that optimal water flow cannot be obtained. Cost is also a factor. The longer the fishway and the

more water that is passed, the more expensive the construction will be. Also, dam operators might

not want to divert the amounts of water that are needed, as this means less water from which to

generate power (Williams  et al., 2012). Planning and construction of a nature-like fishway is a

complex task that involves knowledge and research from several disciplines and sectors, and the

best results are obtained from collaborations between e.g. biologists, hydrological engineers and

construction  engineers  (Katopodis  & Williams,  2012).  In  other  words,  planning  a  nature-like

fishway can be considered a typically spatial decision problem.
 

 4 Multi-criteria decision analysis and the analyti cal hierarchy
process

According to the range of factors described in section 3, the planning process for location of a

nature-like fishway can evidently benefit  from the techniques of multi-criteria decision analysis

(MCDA). MCDA provides several techniques that can help structure decision problems involving

multiple and possibly conflicting alternatives (Malczewski, 2006).  Combined with GIS, MCDA

becomes especially suitable for spatial decision making, such as selecting a location for a nature-

like fishway.  

The decision-makers involved in a spatial planning project often have a predefined goal that

they want to reach. In order to do that it is necessary to fulfill a number of objectives which are

characterized by sets of  different  criteria and sub-criteria.  With MCDA, these criteria  and sub-

criteria are ranked against one another and weighted. An assigned weight specifies the importance

of one criteria relative to another, and this way the best alternative can be determined. When an

MCDA is applied on a spatial decision process, not only criteria values are required, but also the

geographical location of values. Thus, when GIS and MCDA are combined, criteria and sub-criteria

are represented by different data layers.  These data layers can be either factor maps describing

spatial distribution of a criteria or Boolean constraint maps describing restrictions to the decision

(Malczewski, 1999). The information represented in multiple data layers must be combined in order

to determine a final weighted criteria value. In spatial decision making the final values are shown

on a map where each entity (e.g. raster cell) contains a specific value. A decision rule is applied to
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determine the final values. Regarding continuous data, the most common decision rule is a weighted

linear combination:

S=∑ wi⋅xi (1)

where S = suitability, wi = weight of factor i and xi = criteria value of factor i 

If constraint maps are included in the analysis, these are simply multiplied into the equation:

S=∑wi⋅xi⋅∏ c j (2)

where cj = constraint value (either 1 or 0) of constraint j 

(Eastman, 2003)

The Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) is one of the most widely used techniques in MCDA.

The initial steps in the process are almost similar to what is described above: First, the decision

problem  and  required  information  are  defined  and  next,  the  problem  is  decomposed  to  goal,

objectives and criteria, which are then organized in a decision hierarchy according to the illustration

in  figure  1.  For  each level  in  the decision hierarchy a set  of  pairwise comparison matrices  is

constructed, in which the criteria are compared to each other. Weights for each criteria are obtained

from the comparisons, and the global weights, or priorities (the sum of the weighted values), are

used to calculate the weights of the criteria in the level below. Finally, by repeating this process, the

priorities of the bottom level, the alternatives, are determined (Saaty, 2008). In order to compare the

criteria in a comparison matrix, a scale of absolute numbers are used. A verbal judgment, describing

the importance of one criteria compared to another, is attached to each number. This scale can be

seen in table  1. Based on the comparison matrix and the numbers assigned herein, weights are

calculated. The technique used by Saaty in the analytical  hierarchy process is the lambda max

technique given as:
C×w = λmax×w (3)

where  C  is the pairwise comparison matrix,  w is the vector of weights and  λmax  is the principal

eigenvalue of C 
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Table 1: Scale of absolute number used for comparison of importance (Saaty, 2008)

intensity of importance definition

1 equally important

3 slightly more important

5 strongly more important

7 very strongly or demonstratedly more important

9 Extremely more important

2,4,6,8 intermediates of the above

A pairwise comparison matrix must be consistent. That is, if criteria a is twice as important as

criteria b and criteria b is twice as important as criteria c, then criteria c cannot be more important

than criteria  a. If  the pairwise comparison matrix only consists of a few criteria it  is relatively

simple to make sure that the weighting is consistent. However, if several criteria are considered, the

pairwise  comparison  matrix  easily  become  inconsistent.  The  degree  of  consistency  can  be

calculated as the consistency ratio. The consistency ratio is a comparison of a consistency index of

the  pairwise  comparison  matrix  and  a  consistency  index  of  a  randomly  generated  pairwise

comparison matrix. If consistency ratio < 0.1 then the criteria weighting is considered consistent.

Consistency index is calculated as: 

17
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CI =
(λmax−n)

n−1
(4)

where λmax is the principal eigenvalue of matrix C and n is the number of criteria. 

After calculating the consistency index, consistency ratio is calculated as:

CR=
CI
RI

(5)

where  RI  is  the  consistency  index  of  a  randomly  generated  pairwise  comparison  matrix

(Malczewski, 1999).

 5 Least cost path analysis
In spatial decision analysis, the alternatives that are prioritized in the AHP can for example be

areas of varying suitability for a given goal. Working in a raster environment, each raster cell can be

interpreted as an alternative, but adjacent cells can have similar values and form a coherent area.

The final result can represent the most suitable areas, but the AHP techniques can also be used to

construct a cost- or friction-surface in which the final weighted values describe the relative cost or

resistance of moving through a cell. Cost- or friction-surfaces can be applied in a least cost path

analysis (LCPA).  LCPAs deal with problems of finding the most suitable route over a surface by

connecting one or more sources and destinations. The concept of least cost paths is not new, but

technological  development  together  with  powerful  computers  has  made  it  a  very  useful  tool

implemented in many GIS (Lee & Stucky, 1998). LCPAs are applied in many different areas and

have  for  example  been  used  in  planning  of  roads  and canals  with  respect  to  topography

(Collischonn & Pilar, 2000), planning of an arctic all-weather road based on land-use (Atkinson et

al., 2005) or determining the most time-saving walking route (Balstrøm, 2002). 

The algorithms that are developed for LCPA are adaptations of algorithms, e.g. the Djikstra

algorithm,  used in  network analysis  (Collischonn  & Pilar,  2000).  Traditional  network  analysis,

aiming to find the shortest or the least cost path between locations, is based on an existing network

(e.g. a street network) in which impedance values are assigned to the different network connections.

However, this method is not applicable in areas where no existing paths are found (Balstrøm, 2002).

To solve this problem, the network concept can be applied to a raster environment in which the

center of each cell is considered a node linked to its eight neighbors. The raster layer can represent

the resistance, for example due to high slopes, of moving through a cell.  This way the cost of

moving from a cell to one of its neighbors can be calculated (Collischonn & Pilar, 2000). According

to Douglas (1994), the procedure for determining a least cost path has two aspects:

1. calculating an accumulated cost surface from a cost or friction-surface

2. determining a slope line from a starting point to a destination point 

The accumulated cost surface is usually derived by using a spreading function that searches for the

lowest cost- or friction value between the eight neighboring cells of a predefined source-cell. Once

the cell with the lowest cost is determined, the spreading function moves to this cell and searches
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for the lowest cost between its eight neighbors. The spreading function is iterative and continues

until  all  cells  have  been  assigned  an  accumulated  cost  (Douglas,  1994).  After  deriving  the

accumulated cost surface, another function assigns a specific number to each cell. This number is a

code identifying the direction from a cell to the least cost neighbor (illustrated in figure  2). The

result of assigning all cells a direction code is a backlink raster that are used for tracing a least cost

path, or slope line, between the source cell and a destination cell (Lee & Stucky, 1998).

Calculation of accumulated cost can be done in two different ways, depending on whether cost

of moving is uniform in all directions (isotropy) or differing when moving in different directions

(anisotropy). Isotropic accumulated cost surfaces for moving horizontally or vertically are usually

calculated by equation  6 and by equation  7 for moving diagonally (Yu,  Lee & Munro-Stasiuk,

2003).

CC(a ,bi)
=

(Ca+Cbi
)

2
r+CCa

(6)

CC(a ,bi)
=

(Ca+Cbi
)

2
√2r+CCa

(7)

where CC(a,bi) is the accumulated cost from cell a to cell bi , Ca  and Cbi is the cost of moving through

cell a and cell bi  respectively, r is the resolution and Cca is the accumulated cost in cell a.

In  areas  characterized  by  varying  topography,  slopes  in  different  directions  are  seldom

constant. Directional differences are important for the planning of e.g. roads and canals, and it is

therefore necessary to adjust the equations above. Anisotropic accumulated cost can be calculated

by equation 8 

CC(a ,bi)
= D(a , bi)

' (Ca+Cbi

2
+θi weight)+CCa (8)

where D'(a,bi) is the surface distance between cell a and cell b, θi is the slope in direction i and weight

is the contribution of θi on the cost.
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Figure 2: Direction codes used in the backlink raster



Surface distance (D'(a,bi)) is derived from the Pythagoras theorem and is given by equation  9 for

horizontal directions and equation 10 for diagonal directions:

D(a, bi)
' = √r 2+(H bi

−H a)
2 (9)

D(a, bi)
' = √2r 2+(H bi

−H a)
2 (10)

where Ha and Hbi are the elevation of cell a and cell b, respectively

Degree slope (θi)  is  calculated by equation  11 for horizontal  directions and by equation  12 for

diagonal directions

θi = arctan(H bi
−H a

r ) (11)

θi = arctan(H bi
−H a

√2r ) (12)

The equations presented above are the basic equations for calculation of anisotropic accumulated

cost surface (Yu et al., 2003)

 6 Methods
The method used for determining the best locations for nature-like fishways consists of the two

steps mentioned in section 5. First, a “friction-layer” or total cost map is created in which a total

cost is assigned to each spatial unit (raster cell) of the layer. The total cost is determined using a

multi-criteria analysis to weight and combine a number of important factors. Second, a least cost

path algorithm is applied to the cost layer, calculating the accumulated cost of moving from each

cell in the layer to one or more target cells (sources). The basic steps of the analysis are shown in

figure 3 and will be explained in further details below. All  analyses are performed in ArcMap 9.3

(ESRI®ArcMapTM 9.3).

All data layers, that are described in the following sections, are initially cut to an extent that

covers the area surrounding Strömdalen Dam and power plant. The projections of all layers are set

to SWEREF 99 TM. Data in vector format were converted to raster (GRID) with the resolution of

0.25 meter.
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 6.1 Study area 
Gavleån is  a  30  km watercourse located  in  the  middle  part  of  Gästrikland,  Sweden.  The

watercourse has its beginning in Storsjön (60º 34' 00'' N, 16º 44' 00'' E) and discharges into Gavle

Bay. Upstream, Gavleån is primarily surrounded by forest and pasture. Further downstream, areas

around the watercourse consist of various degrees of urban area. The total catchment area is 2459.5

km2 and annual mean discharge at the outlet is 21.2 m3/s (mean annual  minimum and maximum

discharge  is 5.8  m3/s  and 73  m3/s,  respectively)  (Swedish  Meteorological  and  Hydrological

Institute, 2013). 

The elevations difference of 62 m between Storsjön and Gavle Bay is utilized for generation of

electricity by eight hydroelectric power stations. Strömdalen Kraftverk is the second last dam and

power station in Gavleån. The first hydro-power constructions in this area was built around 1900

and the current facility  was built in 1950. Strömdalen Power  Plant consists of a dam creating a

reservoir and a power station with four turbines. Hydraulic head is 6.4 meters and the total effect is

1.8 MW (Gävle Energi,  unknown year).Figure 4 shows a map of the study area with Strömdalen

dam and reservoir. There are no natural bypass channels in the area, and the dam and power station

are therefore a non-passable obstruction for fishes migrating upstream.
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Figure 3 Flowchart showing the basic steps of the analysis



 6.2 Creation of the friction-layer 
The friction-layer is based on a number of criteria that, based on literature (see also section 3)

and discussion with experts, are considered important for the location of nature-like fishways. The

criteria are listed in table 2 below. Each criteria is represented by a factor-map in raster format, in

which each cell is assigned a weight (friction value) representing the “cost” of moving through the

cells.  Areas that are assigned low weights represent areas more suitable for location of a nature-like

fishway.  For example,  if  considering the landuse factor-map, lower weight  is  assigned to cells

representing vegetated or open areas compared to the weight of cells representing urban area. After

assigning weights to the criteria,  the factor-maps are reclassified to a common scale (0 – 32).

Finally, each factor map is multiplied by a weight and all maps are added together to form the

friction-layer.
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Figure 4 Study area. Strömdalen dam and reservoir are seen in the middle of the map
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Table 2 Explanation of the criteria in the MCDA

factor criteria

slope the smaller the slopes, the better

soil types mixed soil types (e.g. till) better

land-use open areas better that forested, which is better than urban

roads distance to roads

buildings distance to buildings

constraint

buildings cannot be located within 1 meter of buildings

 6.2.1 Elevation and slope 
Elevation and slope used in this analysis are derived from a 2 meter resolution digital elevation

model (DEM) developed by the Swedish National Land Survey (2013a). The DEM is created from

a laser scan (LiDAR) of the ground from an aeroplane. The data points collected from the laser scan

are automatically classified in order to filter out points that does not represent ground or water but

e.g. trees or buildings. A grid is created from the remaining data points of which location and height

are known.  Mean density of the data points is 0.5 – 1 point per m2 and mean height and planar

accuracy is approximately 0.05 m and 0.25 m, respectively (Swedish National Land Survey, 2011a).

In order to smoothen the terrain, the raster DEM is resampled to a resolution of 0.25 m using a

bilinear interpolation. Otherwise a least cost path analysis can be hampered by too low resolution in

areas  of  abrupt  terrain  changes.  The bilinear  interpolation  algorithm uses  a  weighted  distance

average of the four nearest cells to determine a new value of the target cell. This method is chosen

because it prevents new values outside the range of the input values.  

 6.2.2 Soil types
Soil types are derived from 1:50 000 maps from the Geological Survey of Sweden. Because of

the small scale of the original maps, minor modifications to the boundary between soil and water

had to be done in order to make the layer similar to the landuse layer.

 6.2.3 Landuse 
Landuse data are  derived from GSD-Fastighetskartan  provided by Swedish National  Land

Survey  (2013b).  This  vector  format  map consists  of  several  layers,  each representing different

elements, e.g. buildings, transportation, hydrology and land-use. The landuse layer describes the

landuse  (e.g.  open  areas,  different  degrees  of  urban  areas,  deciduous  forest  etc.)  as  cohesive

polygons. These different landuse polygons are converted to raster format with the resolution of

0.25 m.

 6.2.4 Buildings and roads 
The  building  factor  map  is  also  derived  from  the  building  layer  of  Lantmäteriet  GSD-

Fastighetskartan.  Building polygons are converted to raster and assigned a 1m buffer. Afterwards
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the euclidean distance tool is used to calculate the distance from each raster cell  to the nearest

building. Furthermore, the converted building raster, including the 1m buffer zone, is reclassified to

form  a  binary  constraint  map.  The  road  factor-map,  also  originally  from  Lantmäteriet  GSD-

Fastighetskartan, is created in a similar way, but from two polyline layers: “roads and railways”

representing roads for  larger  vehicles,  and “other  roads”  representing smaller  roads and paths,

primarily for bicycling etc. The lines representing the roads (of both kinds) are first converted to

raster and assigned buffers specifying the approximate width of the roads (2.5 m for larger roads

and 1m for smaller roads). After applying the buffer zones, the two road rasters were mosaicked

together and the distance from each cell to the nearest road was calculated using the euclidean

distance tool.

 6.3 Weighting of the criteria
Weighting  the  criteria is  done  according  to  the  Analytical  Hierarchical  Process  (AHP)

developed  by  Thomas  Saaty.  Figure  5 illustrates  the hierarchy  of  the  analysis.  The  land-use

categories and the soil  type categories  (the sub-criteria) are listed in  two  pairwise  comparison

matrices (cf.  table  3 and table  4)  and each category is assigned a  pairwise comparison  value

representing its cost relatively to the other categories. A similar comparison matrix is created for the

five  criteria that  contribute  to  the  final  friction-layer,  and  each  criteria is  assigned  a  weight.

Comparison  matrix,  weights  and  consistency  ratio  for  the  factor-maps  are  shown  in  table  5.

Assigning the relative cost is, in this case, done according to Saaty's fundamental scale of absolute

numbers (cf. table 1 in section 4). The weights and consistency ratios are calculated using the AHP

v.2 software (Brandt, 2006).
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Figure 5 Hierarchy of  the analysis



Table 3: Pairwise comparison matrix for the sub-criteria of landuse in the areas around Strömdalen. Consistency ratio =
0.0519

open areas forest, coniferous forest, deciduous urban area

open areas 1 0.3333 0.3333 0.2

forest, coniferous 3 1 1 0.25

forest, deciduous 3 1 1 0.25

urban areas 5 4 4 1

weights 0.0766 0.1782 0.1782 0.5670

Table  4:  Pairwise comparison matrix for  the sub-criteria of soil types  in the areas  around Strömdalen. Consistency
ration = 0.00

moraine sand clay deposited sediment

till 1 0.5 0.3333 0.3333

sand 2 1 0.0667 0.0667

clay 3 1.5 1 1

deposited sediment 3 1.5 1 1

weights 0.1111 0.2222 0.3333 0.3333

Table 5 Pairwise comparison matrix for the criteria in the analysis. Consistency ratio: 0.0959

soil roads buildings land-use slope

soil 1 0.3333 0.3333 0.25 0.1429

roads 3 1 1 0.50 0.1429

buildings 3 1 1 0.50 0.1429

land-use 4 2 2 1 0.1429

slope 7 7 7 7 1

weights 0.0465 0.0976 0.0976 0.1548 0.6035

 6.4 Least cost path analysis
After creating the friction layer, a least cost path algorithm is applied in order to locate the

most suitable route between a fishway entrance area and a fishway exit area. As mentioned earlier,

location of  the entrance (especially)  and exit  are very important  factors for a well-functioning

fishway. These locations are therefore determined in consultation with fishway expert Olle Calles

(Calles,  personal communication,  May  15,  2013). The most  suitable  route  between  the  two

locations is determined using the two ArcMap tools Path Distance and Cost Path. The path distance

tool calculates the accumulated cost of moving from each cell in a raster to a determined source

cell, accounting for both the friction layer, the surface distance (which is longer in a curved terrain)

and a vertical factor.  The accumulated cost distance is one of two outputs from the path distance

function. The other output, a back link raster, is used in the cost path function to determinate the

least-cost path. 
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The cost of moving from cell a to cell b is calculated as:
costdistanceab= friction∗surfacedistance∗vertical factor (13)

The accumulated cost distance of moving from cell a to cell c via cell b is therefore:

accumulatedcostdistance= a1+surfacedistance∗vertical factor (14)

where a1 is the cost of moving from cell a to cell b

Equation 13 and 14 are based on the equations 6 – 12 for calculating anisotropic accumulated

cost surfaces presented in section  5, but with the slight difference that the vertical factor (which

correspond to θi*weight in equation 8) is multiplied into the equation instead of added. 

The first part of equation 13 accounts for the cost of moving from one cell to another in the

friction layer. This cost is calculated based on the measurement units and resolution of the friction

layer. The total cost of moving horizontally or vertically through one cell is the cost of that cell

times the resolution.  When moving diagonally the total  cost  is  1.41 times the cell  cost  times

resolution. The second part of the equation accounts for the actual distance from one cell to another

and is, in this case, based on the elevation. The surface distance is calculated using the Pythagoras

theorem:  the two catheti  representing the planar distance and elevation difference between the

centers of two adjacent cells, respectively and the hypotenuse representing the surface distance. The

third part of the equation, the vertical factor, accounts for extra costs that can be associated with

moving over  a slope between two cells.  First  the Vertical  Relative Moving Angle (VRMA) is

determined. VRMA is defined as tanθ = rise over run, where rise is the elevation difference between

the two cells and run is the resolution of the raster (when moving horizontally or vertically) or 1.41

times resolution (when moving diagonally). After the algorithm has calculated VRMA, the vertical

factor  is  determined  from  a  vertical  factor  graph  (VF-graph).  The  VF-graph  can  be  either  a

predefined graph provided by the program, or a custom graph created with an ASCII file. Because

slope is a very important factor, and only paths with slopes ~ 2% are relevant as fishway locations,

it was crucial to limit  the analysis to these areas. Therefore a VF-graph  that increases with the

square of slope + 1 (because the initial vertical factor = 1) in the interval -3 degrees to 3 degrees

was created. Slope > 3 degrees were assigned a vertical factor = 1000. This way, the path distance

analysis was practically limited to only the areas where the slope between two adjacent cells < 3

degrees (5.2% slope). The VF-graph is illustrated in figure 6.
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 6.5 Corridor analysis
The least cost path, determined by the method described above, consists of a series of cells

representing the lowest total cost. In many cases, the lowest cost might not be the only acceptable

solution and therefore  a  complementary corridor  analysis  is  applied to  the area.  The resulting

corridor layer is the sum of two accumulated cost distance layers: one that is calculated from the

starting point of the least cost path, and another that is calculated from the end point of the least cost

path. For each cell between these two points a least cost path is determined, going through the cell

in question. Thus, instead of showing a single least cost path, the corridor layer illustrates the range

of accumulated costs between two sources (here the start and end point of the least cost path) 

 6.6 Alternative solutions
Because moving through a cell is also associated with a cost based on the distance (i.e. 1 times

resolution  when  moving  vertically or  horizontally,  and  1.41  times  resolution  when  moving

diagonally),  the  least  cost  path  algorithm will  optimize  for  the  shortest  possible  way that  is

accounting for  all  cost.  In  the present  case of  investigating the best  solution for  a nature-like

fishway, the length is not the most important factor. In fact, a longer fishway can be an advantage

by providing the possibility for spawning grounds etc. One way to obtain a longer path, is to split

the  calculation of  the  least  cost  path  into  segments,  by placing  additional  points  between the

entrance and exit area. The algorithm then calculates the accumulated cost distance from each of

these points and determines the least cost path in each segment.

 6.7 Sensitivity analysis
A series of tests were performed to identify how the result was affected by 1) the choice of
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Figure 6 The vertical factor graph used by the path distance algorithm
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vertical factor graph, 2) the resolution of the raster and 3) the weights applied to the different factor

maps. To test the effect of the vertical factor graph, three additional path distance calculations were

run. The first calculation was performed without a vertical factor graph. This way only the friction

layer  and  the  surface  distance  contributed  to  the  accumulated  cost  distance  layer.  The  next

calculation was performed with a symmetric linear vertical factor graph, with the initial vertical

factor = 1 (i.e. the factor applied to 0 degree slopes) and a slope of the graph = 1. With this vertical

factor  graph,  the factors  applied  to  the  different  slopes are  equal  to  the  slope +  1.  Finally,  a

calculation using a custom graph similar to the one described in section 6.4 above, but without the

limitation of slopes >3 degrees,  was done.  Testing the effect  of  raster  resolution was done by

performing the three test scenarios described above at four different resolutions: 0.1 m, 0.5 m, 1 m

and 2 m. To test how different weighting of the factor maps affected the friction layer and the final

result, three scenarios were performed. In the first one (table 6), the criteria “distance to buildings”,

“distance to roads” and “slope” are all given the same weights and weighted slightly higher than

criteria land-use and soil. The second test (table 7) is almost similar, but slope is excluded from the

calculations of the friction layer (slope is still accounted for due to the vertical factor). In the third

scenario  (table  8), slope is given extreme weights which practically should exclude the highest

slope areas from the analysis. 

Table 6 Pairwise comparison matrix used in sensitivity analysis 1. consistency ratio: 0.0011

soil land-use buildings roads slope

soil 1 0.5 0.2 0.2  0.2

land-use 2 1 0.3333 0.3333  0.3333

buildings 5 3 1 1 1

roads 5 3 1 1 1

slope 5 3 1 1 1

weights 0.0546 0.0979 0.2825 0.2825 0.2825

Table 7 Pairwise comparison matrix used in sensitivity analysis 2. consistency ratio: 0.0021

soil land-use buildings roads 

soil 1 0.5 0.2 0.2

land-use 2 1 0.3333 0.3333

buildings 5 3 1 1

roads 5 3 1 1

weights 0.0754 0.1376 0.3935 0.3935
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Table 8 Pairwise comparison matrix used in sensitivity analysis 3: 0.0931

soil roads buildings land-use slope

soil 1 0.3333 0.3333 0.25 0.025

roads 3 1 1 0.50 0.0333

buildings 3 1 1 0.50 0.0333

land-use 4 2 2 1 0.04

slope 40 30 30 25 1

weights 0.0141 0.0330 0.0330 0.0534 0.8666

 7 Results 

 7.1 Initial layers 
Five factor maps were used to create the final friction layer: land-use, soil, slope, distance to

roads and distance to buildings. Furthermore a binary constraint map with buildings, including a

one meter buffer zone, was created. Factor maps and the final friction layer are shown in figure 7.

This friction layer is one part of the path distance analysis. The other two parts, the surface distance

and the vertical  factor,  are based on the raster  DEM that  are  shown in  figure  8.  To calculate

accumulated path distance, a source layer showing the cells from which to calculate, is also needed.

In this analysis, the source layer is represented by a raster covering the area in which the fishway

exit can be located. This area is showed on the result map in figure 9.
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Figure 7 Creation of the friction-surface. Blue areas represent nodata areas. The maps are based

on  original  data  from  Swedish  National  Land  Survey (©Lantmäteriet  [i2012/891])  and  the

Geological Survey of Sweden (© Sveriges Geologiska Undersökning) 
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 7.2 Least-cost path
By  applying  the  path  distance  algorithm  on  the  friction  layer  and  the  raster  DEM,  the

accumulated cost distance layer seen in figure 9 is calculated. Together with a back link raster and a

destination layer, here a raster showing the fishway entrance area, the least cost path between the

fishway entrance  area  and the fishway exit  area is determined.  Because both areas contain more

than one cell, the least-cost path algorithm chooses the best of these. As it can be seen in figure 9,

the suggested path for the fishway (blue line) starts approximately 50 m from the dam, in a parallel
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Figure  8 Digital Elevation Model of the area. The DEM is resampled to 0.25 m.  ©Lantmäteriet

[i2012/891]
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channel  to the main river.  For a short distance it  runs in the SW direction,  then turns to NW

direction, crossing two smaller bicycle roads, before it runs south, turns one more and exits in the

exit area almost nearest the dam. Total length of the fishway is 281 m. For most of its length, the

fishway is located in areas vegetated with deciduous forest.  

To evaluate the resulting path, a graph showing elevation as a function of distance from the

fishway entrance is created (figure 10).  The mean slope of the suggested fishway is shown as a

broken line. The elevation difference between this line and the elevation graph can be interpreted as

the meters  of  soil  that  has  to  be removed if  the  fishway must  have a constant  slope.  Spatial

distribution of these differences along the fishway is illustrated in figure 11. A line with a constant

slope of 3 degrees (~5.24  %)  is applied  to  the  graph in figure  10,  to verify that the path  do not

exceed the slope limitations indicated by the vertical factor. An additional line with a slope of 1.5

degree (~2.5 %) is also shown in the graph.  Figure  12 shows the actual slope between the cells

along the fishway. The thin line illustrated slope calculated between a cell and its neighbor, when

moving from the entrance to the exit. The slightly thicker line shows calculation of slope between

points that are four cells apart (i.e. a moving average).
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Figure 9 Accumulated cost distance together with the least-cost path. ©Lantmäteriet [i2012/891]
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Figure 10 Path profile showing the elevation as a function of distance from the fishway

entrance. The broken lines show elevation of fishways with constant slopes equivalent to

mean slope, 1.5 degree slope and 3 degree slope
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Figure 12 Actual slope calculated between neighboring cells (thin line) and as a moving

average (4 cells = ~2 m, thick line)
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Figure 11 Spatial distribution of elevation difference between a mean slope fishway and the terrain.

©Lantmäteriet [i2012/891] 
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 7.3 Corridor analysis 
In addition to the least cost path, a corridor showing the range of accumulated costs between

the start point and end point of the least cost path. The corridor layer, together with the least cost

path, are shown in figure 13. The intervals of accumulated cost is in this case based on a manual

classification where the six classes of lowest accumulated cost  are having equal intervals and the

remaining classes having slightly bigger intervals  (the last class covers a very large interval, but

with very few values). This classification is chosen to emphasize the variations in the range where

the large majority of accumulated costs are found.
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Figure  13 Result of the corridor analysis showing areas of suitability. Manual classification (see

text) ©Lantmäteriet [i2012/891]
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 7.4 Alternative paths 
Two alternative paths are created by adding additional points that splits the least cost path into

segments.  These  alternative  paths  are  shown  in  figure 14 and are  554  m and  544 m  long,

respectively.  Alternative 1 is created by adding one point and thereby splitting the path into two

segments. Doing this, the algorithm not only direct the path through the additional point, it also

determines another starting point for the least cost path. Alternative 2 is created by splitting the path

into three segments and forcing the algorithm to start in the same point as the original least cost

path. All three paths (the original and the two alternatives) are overlapping in the beginning,  and

parts of the two alternatives are also overlapping in the middle. 
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Figure 14 Alternative paths for nature-like fishways produced by splitting the analysis into two and

three parts, respectively. ©Lantmäteriet [i2012/891]
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 7.5 Sensitivity analysis 
Results  from the sensitivity analysis  regarding vertical  factor  and resolution are evaluated

visually on maps and also by extracting the elevation of every cell on the different least cost paths

and plotting these values as a function of distance from the starting point of the path (similarly to

the graph in figure 10). Figure 15 shows the resulting accumulated cost distance maps when using

four different methods for weighting of slope. The maps show (from left to right) no VF (i.e. slope

is  only weighted in  the friction layer),  linear increasing  VF graph with  slope = 1,  a  potential

increasing  VF graph  with  no  limitations  and the  VF graph used in  the  original  analysis.  The

corresponding graphs in figure 16 show elevation as a function of distance from fishway entrance.

Both the maps and the graphs show how the accumulated cost distance and related least-cost path is

significantly affected by the weighting of slope. With no other weighting of slope than the one that

is included in the friction layer, the accumulated cost distance map (map a and graph a in figure 15

and  16,  respectively)  show a pattern that  are  not  far  from  the pattern that a simple euclidean

distance algorithm will produce. The more weight that are put on the slope by adjusting the vertical

factor, the more “expensive” it becomes to move through the high slope areas (dark areas in map b,

c and d in figure 15). 
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Figure  15:  Result  of the  sensitivity analysis of slope weighting (vertical factor).  a) no vertical

factor b) linear vertical factor graph c) power function, no limitations d) power function, limited

above 3 degrees. Notice that values representing high and low accumulated costs are not the same

in the four maps.  ©Lantmäteriet [i2012/891]
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Figure  16:  Path profiles from the sensitivity analysis of slope weighting. a) no vertical factor b)

linear function c) power function, no limitations d) power function, limited above 3 degrees.

The different methods of weighting slope is  further tested on rasters having five different

resolutions: 0.1 m, 0.25 m, 0.5 m, 1 m and 2 m (of which 0.25 m is the one used in the result). From

the results that are shown in  figure 17 it  can be seen that only small  differences appear when

changing the resolution. 

Finally, three tests, in which the weights of the layers that contribute to the friction layer were

changed, were performed. When using the same setting as for the result in figure 9, but applying no,

little or extreme weight (see table 6 – 8 in section 6.7) on slope in the friction layer, no significant

changes were seen. 
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Figure  17 Result of the  sensitivity analysis of  resolution. The four maps show the different slope

weighting methods (vertical factor). a) no vertical factor b) linear vertical factor graph c) power

function, no limitations d) power function, limited above 3 degrees  (notice: different scale).  The

shown accumulated cost is similar to the original result calculated from 0.25 m resolution rasters.
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 8 Discussion
Least  cost  path  analyses  have been applied  on  a  number  of  spatial  decision  problems in

different scientific fields, including different types of corridor analysis. However, it seems the use

of the techniques for determining the best location for nature-like fishways is new.  The results

presented in the previous section suggest a location, together with two alternatives (figure 14), of a

nature-like fishway in the area around Strömdalen dam and power station in Gavleån, Sweden. The

results are based on both a friction-surface, created with MCDA, and an elevation surface (DEM). 

 8.1 Applicability of the results 
Source and destination areas (entrance and exit area for the fishway) used in the analysis are

predefined.  However,  locating  the  entrance  in  a  parallel  channel  to  the  main  stream can  be

problematic because it might be difficult to obtain the attractivity that is needed. It is likely that the

migrating fishes will navigate into the main stream, guided by the flow from the turbines, and thus

be trapped in a dead end close to the dam. One solution is to build a small obstruction that hinder

the fishes from moving into the main stream and forces them to swim into the  parallel channel.

Optimally,  the fishway entrance should be placed in the banks of the main stream, but due to

buildings, lack of space and very steep slopes, it was not possible to locate a nature-like fishway

here.  Because the exit area (which is actually where the water inflow happens) is located on the

bank of a reservoir, it is  also important to consider possible variation in water level. If the water

level is lowered too much, the fishway will be drained and thus not functional. Water level in the

reservoir behind Strömdalen dam is regulated by opening and closing of slots in the dam and is this

way kept constant  (personal  communication with  operation manager  Ronnie Walström, June  5,

2013).  

Slope is of significant importance to the functionality of the fishway and has therefore been

assigned great importance in the analysis. Comparing the path profile of the suggested fishway with

a profile of hypothetical fishways with constant slope of 3 degrees and 1.5 degrees, respectively, it

can be seen that, from a macroscopic perspective, slope of the fishway will not exceed these values

(cf.  figure  10 in section  7.2).  These slopes are in correspondence with the slope requirements

outlined by  Degerman  (2008),  and,  regarding  slope,  the  suggested  location  of  the  fishway is

therefore considered reasonable.  Figure  10 also shows the  path profile if the suggested fishway

were to have a constant slope equal to mean slope. By calculating the elevation difference between

this fishway and the terrain, it can be estimated how many meters of soil that have to be removed.

Elevation difference between the constant slope fishway and the terrain exceeds 1 m for totally 130

meters  of  the fishway and the  maximum elevation difference is 1.6 m.  However,  because the

suggested fishway location  basically  never exceeds 1.5 degrees slope,  it can, to a large degree,

follow  the terrain.  Therefore,  when  constructing  the fishway,  excavation  can be reduced  to  a

minimum. It should be mentioned though, that very locally slope can exceed both 3 degree and even

4 degrees (cf. figure 12). This is a consequence of high resolution and will be further discussed later

on. 

As concluded above, the suggested fishway is  considered to be suitable for  a variety of  fish
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species  and  the  needed  excavation  can  be kept  to  a  minimum.  On  the  other  hand,  the  slope

restrictions, together with the complexity of the area, causes  parts of the fishways to be located

close to or  along existing roads and paths  which are found in  the least  sloping areas.  This  is

obviously causing some limitations for the possibility to construct a fishway in the area. From both

the friction-surface and from the accumulated cost surface (cf. figure 6 and 9 and, respectively), it

can be seen that this problem is difficult to overcome, as  suitable  areas  of small slopes are  very

limited. This is especially true for the area around the fishway entrance. To obtain a fishway with

larger distance to roads it would be necessary to significantly reduce the importance of slope. That

will either reduce the functionality of the fishway or significantly increase the amount of soil that

has to be removed. In general, the area is complex and provides only few, if any, opportunities for

construction of fishways that does not require large structural changes of the landscape.

 8.2 Method – advantages and disadvantages
As indicated above, there are both advantages and disadvantages of the method used in this

study. One advantage is the possibility to adjust for slope in a very detailed way, customized for the

problem  in question.  Alternative simpler algorithms (e.g.  the cost  distance function in arcmap)

consider  least  cost  path problems as isotropic  and  slope is  only accounted  for  as  slope value

assigned to each cell in the friction surface  (i.e. cost of passage is only dependent on location)

(Collischonn & Pilar, 2000). Such slope value represent the maximum slope between a cell and its

eight neighbors. An implication of deriving an accumulated cost from such a friction surface is that,

when moving on a hillside of constant slope, moving along the slope will have the same cost as

moving  over  the slope.  In  contrast,  the  path  distance  algorithm  is  constructed  to  account  for

anisotropy and slope is therefore determined for each direction of movement from a cell to its eight

neighbors (Collischonn & Pilar, 2000). This way, lower cost is obtained from moving sideways on a

hillside of constant slope than from moving up. 

Even though the algorithm is functional and in most cases provide useful results, a fundamental

problem is the restricted number of search directions which will always just be an approximation of

the infinite number of movement directions in a continuous space (Dean, 2011; Antikainen, 2013).

The most common number of search directions in different least-cost path applications is eight.

Antikainen  (2013)  tested  how  isotropic  least-cost  paths  could  be  improved  by  increasing  the

number of search directions to 16, 32 and 48 and by making the raster cells boundary-connected

instead of  center-connected  (i.e.  placing the  virtual  network  nodes  on  the cell  boundary).  For

isotropic analysis, he concludes that increasing the number of search directions will positively affect

the result, and that a boundary-connected raster can be a useful alternative if computational expense

can be afforded. However, increasing search directions in anisotropic analysis is more difficult and,

according to Antikainen (2013), a traditional eight direction, center-connected analysis might be the

most suitable.  Other algorithms have been developed for  LCPA, for example a TIN-based model

(Dean, 2011) and the Smart Terrain model in which bridges and tunnels are included in the roadway

planning (Yu et al., 2003).

Determining the vertical factor  (VF) with a custom graph  further provide the possibility of

adjusting slope weights to meet a specific problem. A common use of this function is to relate the
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cost  of  travel,  either  as time or energy spent,  to slope. Such relationships,  e.g.  Tobler's  hiking

function (Tobler, 1993), can be applied in LCPA with the aim to determine routes in mountainous

areas (Pingel, 2010). In the present study, a custom VF graph (a power function) was made with the

purpose of  assigning high  weights  on  slopes.  Compared to  the other  weightings  tested  in  the

sensitivity analysis, the selected graph gave the best result with only a few sections having slopes

larger than 2.5 %. Thus, the selected VF graph is considered suitable when steep slopes have to be

excluded from the analysis.  Other study areas might have different prerequisites regarding slope,

and other VF graphs, assigning more or less weight on slope, can be used. Further studies on fish

swimming  behavior  and  efficiency  of  existing  fishways,  either  detailed  literature  studies  or

experiments,  can  reveal  information  that  link  slopes  and  fishway  efficiency.  Based  on  such

information, it is possible to produce VF graphs, adjusted to the behavior of fish species in a given

stream. 

Because movement over a surface is  associated with a distance cost, regardless of slope and

friction, the least cost path may also be the shortest possible path. This can both be an advantage

and a disadvantage. Determining the shortest possible path is useful for e.g. road planning where the

shortest connection between two places is to prefer and where economic cost of construction is of

great importance. In other cases, path length  might not  be  of great  importance and longer paths

might even be preferred (for example in the planning of scenic hiking routes). A nature-like fishway

does not necessarily have to be of limited length as long as the slope thresholds are not exceeded. A

longer  fishway increases  the possibilities  to  create a  heterogeneous habitat and thus  make the

fishway functional as  more than just  a  passage.  Adjusting  the weights  can partly solve  these

problems as the algorithm can be forced to avoid specific areas (e.g.  steep slopes in the present

study) and thereby making the path longer.  In a study of ATV trail planning,  Snyder,  Whitmore,

Schneider  & Becker (2008)  further  increases  path  length  by creating  loop paths  forced to  go

through specified locations. In the present study a similar approach is used to determine the two

alternative fishways (see figure 14). The two alternative fishways face the same problems regarding

distance to roads as the first suggested fishway, but length is increased. Due to the study area being

small and complex, some minor unnatural loops (for example on alternative 2) occur when using

this method. 

Scale and resolution  (i.e. cell  size) should be carefully considered in this kind of analysis,

especially when slope is an important factor. Criteria and weights will often change depending on

the size of the area that is analyzed. For example, the total cost of constructing a path over a very

large area should not be as strongly affected by local variations in topography as the total cost of a

path over a smaller area. Similarly, determination of the most suitable resolution will depend on the

purpose of  the study, size of the study area and the factors included.  In  the present  study the

investigated area is very small and a low resolution might result in important details being excluded

from the analysis. However, if resolution is too high, details that are not relevant for the study might

be included. This issue is best  illustrated by considering slope. Low resolution will  result  in a

generalization of the surface where slope variations within a cell are excluded. High resolution, on

the other hand, will include slopes that are calculated over very short distances, and, even though

they are high, will not affect the  construction of a fishway.  This problem can be observed in the
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slope profiles in figure 12, section 7.2. Strong variation with relatively steep positive and negative

slopes is observed if slope is considered over short distances (between two cells). If slope is instead

calculated over larger distances (e.g. four cells), it can be seen that the slope profile  is relatively

smooth. Even though slope is important when planning a nature-like fishway, steep slopes over such

short distances as 0.25 m can easily be removed.

Resolutions tested in the sensitivity analysis of this study range from 0.1 m to 2 m. No big

differences are seen, except for the 2 m resolution least-cost path that exits at another location.

Regarding resolution, it should be noticed that the width of the final least cost path is the same as

the resolution. Thus, the suggested fishway should be considered a guideline for the location and

not the actual fishway form and shape.

 8.3 Uncertainties and limitations of the study
Most scientific analyses are to some extent associated with uncertainties or bias. Uncertainties

of the analysis in this study are primarily related to the input data and the weighting of criteria. The

DEM is used in multiple parts of  the analysis, and good data quality of  this layer is therefore

essential  for  the  outcome.  Usually  the  accuracy  of  the  DEM (see section  6.2.1) refers  to  the

accuracy on a plane, hard surface, and  it  is important to notice that  local variations can occur.

Factors that can cause inaccuracy  of the DEM are dense  vegetation,  steep slopes and irregular

shapes of the terrain.  Large part of the study area are both vegetated and characterized by  steep

slope, and certain inaccuracy must therefore be assumed. Density of laser points that are classified

as ground, is reduced from more than 0.5 points per m2 to less than 0.0625 points per m2 in several

parts of the area. The decreased density of points indicates that the level of detail in the DEM might

be reduced (Swedish National Land Survey, 2011b).

Accuracy of the remaining data layers that are included in the analysis can also affect the

results. Soil data are derived from a map with the original scale of 1:50 000. Data from small scale

maps are not suitable for analysis of a very limited area as the level of detail  might not meet the

requirements of the analysis. However, this map was the only available soil map. Landuse data and

data showing roads and buildings, are more detailed and therefore suitable for use at scales 1:5000 –

1:20 000 (Swedish National Land Survey, 2013c)  which corresponds well  with this study.  One

important  limitation is that  walking paths are  not  included in  the maps from which roads are

derived.  Walking  paths  are  therefore  not  a  part  of  the  factor  map  showing  distance  to  roads.

Fundamentally, this is of course a big limitation, but due to the heavy importance of slope (see next

section) differences from including walking paths would probably not change the final result.

Weighting of the criteria that are used when creating the friction-surface, can also have great

influence on the final result.  Assigning weights to criteria in a MCDA is a difficult task  that can

easily be associated with bias. A limited number of criteria are considered in this study and their

weightings, except for slope, do not deviate much from each other. As mentioned above, both the

suggested fishway and the two alternatives are located close to roads, despite of distance to roads

being one of the considered criteria. This indicates that higher weights should be assigned to this

criteria.  However,  applying  different  friction-surfaces,  created with  different  weightings,  in  the

sensitivity analysis did not show any significant changes of the final result. As indicated earlier in
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this section, this can be explained by the strong importance that is assigned to slope by the use of a

vertical factor.  Because slope is considered a very important factor, and because the study area is

characterized by varying topography,  slope becomes by far  the dominating criteria. Reducing the

weight  of  slope will  degrade  the result,  either  by reducing functionality  of  the fishway or,  if

functionality should be maintained, making the construction significantly more complicated.

When performing MCDA and  LCPA it  is  also important  to carefully consider if  there are

criteria that are not accounted for. Criteria that might be important to the construction of a nature-

like fishway, but are not included in this analysis due to lack of appropriate data, is the soil type and

geology in deeper layers together with the total thickness of the soil layer. Another important factor

is the ownership of the land. Ownership is, to some degree, indirectly included by applying high

weights on urban area when weighting criteria in the landuse layer. By doing this it is assumed that

these areas can not be exploited without high costs. However, the study area is small and only one

owner, Gävle Municipality which is part of the fish migration project, is affected. In other cases, if

the  land  is  divided  into  multiple  cadastre  with  different  owners,  it might  be  necessary  to

differentiate cost. 

 8.4 Conclusion and future work
Even though a number of improvements to the analysis are mentioned in the above discussion, 

I find that the combination of MCDA and LCPA is a suitable method for the planning of nature-like 

fishways. Keeping slope as gentle as possible is crucial for the efficiency of a nature-like fishway, 

and, due to the highly undulating study area, slope becomes the dominating criteria in the analysis.  

However, the remaining criteria (landuse, soil type, distance to roads and buildings) included in the 

analysis might have greater importance in other, less undulating areas. Furthermore, including 

additional data, such as information about soil depth and geology could also improve these kind of 

analyses. 

The result of the least-cost path analysis presents a suggestion for a location of a nature-like 

fishway in the area around Strömdalen dam and power station. The suggested fishway follows the 

least sloping areas in the natural landscape, thereby minimizing potential excavation and landscape 

restructuring during construction. At the same time the suggested fishway is located close to 

existing roads and paths and the construction of small bridges and ditches might be needed. 

Generally, the result of the analysis should therefore be considered as a guideline to locating a 

nature-like fishway, rather than the exact location.

Survey fishing has been performed in Gavle River over a long period. Relating the results of 

the LCPA with temporal and spatial analyses of different fish species distribution in Gavle River, 

together with results from existing habitat mapping, will result in a very thoroughly understanding 

of the potential for reestablishment of stream connectivity in this area. Such knowledge will provide

valuable arguments in a decision making process. In a broader perspective, the analysis presented 

here can be expanded to include results from other scientific and engineering disciplines. 

Combining the methods presented here with biological analyses of fishway efficiency, fish behavior

and swimming capacity, together with results from hydrological modelling, will provide a strong 

and useful tool for future planning of nature-like fishways.
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